
 

Tell Ape creates real-time load carrier overviews. It manages stocks and locations on your online portal 

and gives a clear view of your costs. 

 

 

 

 



 

Your load carrier overview is always and anywhere available 

The online portal of Tell Ape immediately shows your current stock, with outgoing and incoming load 

carriers. 

All your packaging in one clear overview 

Whether you are a driver or loading/offloading employee, with the TellApe app you have control of all 

your packaging flows. The app has been developed together with users, this has resulted in a quick and 

simple app that can be used by everyone. Every moment that packaging is received or handed over, you 

simply register it with a few clicks in the app. After handover, subsequent agreement and sign-off, this 

information is displayed real-time in the web portal. No internet connection? A queue is built up with 

transactions and automatic mails. As soon as the device has reconnected, all transactions and packaging 

mails are sent. 

View the various company balances on the online portal and immediately get an up-to-date situation on 

your packaging. On the web portal, you can see one overview of your stock, incoming and outgoing 

packaging. Easy insight into your carts, pallets, bread crates, fish boxes, meat trays or egg trays. TellApe 

creates a lot of awareness, both for the TellApe user(s) as for the customer(s) of the TellApe user(s).  

The web portal gives you the insight you want! 

There is clear data and this can be shared directly and easily with the customer. In the web portal you 

can manage who is balance responsible: TellApe immediately makes the correct packaging booking. In 



case of incorrect information, administrative bookings can be made in the portal to correct your 

packaging balance. 

Working in the portal is straightforward and has many functions that make your packaging 

administration easy and efficient. Say goodbye to the old-fashioned and unclear Excel file! The app and 

portal automatically creates your overview. 

With the export button you can easily print out packaging transactions and all balances with your 

customers. Do you want to share these overviews with your customer? You can select a number of 

filters yourself, so that you get the right information. The customer also gains insight to packaging 

balances, which drives awareness. This, in turn, increases and improves attention with respect to their 

packaging. In short, packaging administration is simplified. 

 

 

Easy and accurate Packaging registration for drivers 

The packaging app has been developed to make load carrier administration quick and simple. Tested for 

and by drivers. During the entire research and development phase, one thing has been central. 

 TellApe must be user-friendly. Everyone should be able to use the app, irrespective of technical skill, 

educational background, or experience. We have tried different versions with drivers to find out what 

works and what doesn’t? We also tried different methods to count, display and name the packaging. 

The driver doesn’t have to fill unnecessary questions or enter superfluous data. After all, we want the 

driver to appreciate the app and its interface. This will ensure (data) accuracy, completeness and 

efficacy. 

The driver can easily search his delivery location using GPS or, if no GPS connection is available at the 

time of loading/offloading, search the app for the right locations. After selecting the location, he can 

immediately enter the packaging which is loaded or offloaded, such as carts, pallets, bread crates, fish 

boxes, meat trays or glass still ages . Upon transfer of the packaging, he can have his transaction duly 

signed with the recipient. This “sign-off” ensures less discussion and proper registration 

 

 

 

 

 

 


